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The Problem

• AfricaMap is developed to address a 
perennial problem:  the difficulty of finding 
and exploring current and historical spatial 
data on Africa.

The problem is not that there is little data 
for Africa, but that existing data is hard to 
find and hard to explore.



The Challenges

• Data for Africa is scattered across organizations, 
not widely shared or replicated on the web, or 
not yet in digital form. 

• Often researchers develop detailed Africa 
datasets in the course of their work but have no 
place to store the data where it can be used by 
others. 

• Researchers often don’t mind sharing their data, 
but without a home, it will be lost to the rest of 
the world. 



The Foundations

• The Harvard Map Collection contains a huge 

collection of paper map series for Africa – many 

scales and dates. 

• The Harvard Geospatial Library is the library’s 

spatial repository for archiving, searching, and 

downloading.

• The DataVerse Network (DVN) of the Harvard 

Institute of Social Science is a permanent home 

for data developed by researchers. 



Beginnings of a Solution

• Take advantage of the newly available web GIS 
technology.

• Start building public data layers such as 
historical base mapping, which simply doesn’t 
exist digitally.  

• Add a gazetteer and basic collaboration tools.

• Link to Harvard Geospatial Library and 
DataVerse Network.

• Listen to users.  See what happens.



System Characteristics (1/6)

• Web-based - Web browsers, 3D clients, web 
services

• Services oriented architecture (SOA) - expose 
its data via open interfaces and in turn consume 
various services.  

• Open Source code - All code and all 
components are Open Source. This has special 
relevance for organizations in Africa where 
funding is limited, expertise is available, and 
empowerment is critical.



Service Oriented Architecture
Will act as a server to remote clients

Will act as a client to remote servers



System Characteristics (2/6)

• Long term data access, storage - Once maps 
are scanned, digitized, georeferenced it should 
not be necessary for anyone in the world to 
repeat that work.

• Public access to data - Core holdings will be put 
in the public domain or licensed using a Creative 
Commons type license wherever possible.  

• Encourage replication - One reason data is hard 
to find for Africa is that the data which exists is 
not replicated. 



System Characteristics (3/6)

• Text-based search of contents - Google-type text 
search against the contents of the entire system

• Place Name Gazetteer - start with gazetteer data 
from the geonames.org project, with about 1 million 
place names for Africa. 

• Historic base mapping - assemble base mapping at 
key scales and time periods. 

• Decentralized Architecture - Support unlimited 
growth.

• Current Satellite Mapping from Google and Others –
In addition to historic mapping, scientific layers and 
commercial layers inserted.



System Characteristics (4/6)

• Research at Multiple scales - support research at a 
variety of scales from sites or cities to country or 
continent-wide projects.

• Concurrent Layer Viewing – Transparency, side by 
side, roving window for comparison of historic 
layers.

• Ability to View Data in 3 Dimensions – Data in web 
map client exported to Google Earth via 
superoverlays.

• Multiple media types – Support access to many 
types of media in addition to spatial data, including 
photos, maps, text, video, audio.



System Characteristics (5/6)

• Collaborative approach - provide tools to support 
collaboration between researchers.  e.g. add data 
layers, comment on existing layers, add reference to 
an external resources, or add to the gazetteer.  

• Interdisciplinary approach - bring together mapped 
data, and facilitate the mapping of data, from a wide 
range of disciplines including archaeology, public 
health, history, linguistics, literature, zoology, and 
the natural sciences to name a few.

• Global approach - create a technical framework to 
support research on Africa which could also be 
applied to other parts of the world.



System Characteristics (6/6)

• Usability – simple, easy and quick for non-

technical people to find information.

• Improves over time

– Content enrichment by sharing with other 

libraries and collections. 

– Function improvement by incorporating more 

open source tools and modules.

– System expansion by scalable database, 

network storage and server cluster.



Initial Data Layers

• The U.S., France, Germany, Italy, Russia, and 
many African countries have created map series 
for multiple scales and time periods

• For the initial release of AfricaMap, mapping has 
been developed at the following scales:

– Continental: 1:2,000,000; 1:500,000 and 1:250,000

– Selected countries 1:50,000

– Selected cities: 1:10,000 and 1:2,000



Google for most of Africa

Harvard Map Collection 

map of the same location

Building the Base



Building the Base – 1:2,000,000



Level of Detail



Scanning and Georeferencing



Cropping



Base Mapping - 1890



More Detailed Mapping – 1:250k



250k Level of Detail



Gazetteer 

The gazetteer supports search for materials 

and navigation.

• Geographic Names System (GNS)

• Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names

• Alexandria Digital Library

• Others



Gazetteer 

An Africa Gazetteer has many uses:

• User navigation, map labeling

• User georeferencing of materials

• Used in automated georeferencing of 

collections

• Can be provided as a web service for 

other organizations to use



Gazetteer source:

Geographic Names System (GNS) 

6357 place names for Benin

Estimate for Africa based on Benin:  over 1 million



Other Data (1/2)

• High resolution maps of the continent from 

several twentieth century sources and historical 

African maps (15th-19th century)

• Scholarly maps showing Africa through time 

(Africa 1000 BCE, Africa 500 BCE, Africa in the 

year O, Africa 500 CE, Africa 1000 CE, Africa 

1200 CE, Africa 1400 CE, Africa 1600 CE etc.)

• Maps that address the continent topically, e.g. 

economic, environmental, ethno and linguistic, 

political and demographic maps, etc.



Other Data (2/2)

• Vector data layers with searchable attributes, 
including:

– ethnographic regions

– historic slave ports and trade routes

– population density, administrative units

– botanical and zoological data, etc.

• Links to other Africa study materials and 
collections, such as:

– georeferenced images of African culture material (the 
Peabody Museum) 

– Flickr, YouTube, Google Books, etc.



Languages



African Languages



Cultures



Cultures in the Ethnographic Atlas

Murdock



HRAF + Ethnologue



Historic Base Maps

1829 Herrison



Surficial Geology



Lakes and Streams



Harvard Museum of Comparative 

Zoology (Amphibians and Reptiles)



Peabody Collections as Map 

Layers



Access Project Information



City of Abomey Project (Benin)



City of Abomey Project



Abomey Data

1602 Land Lots



Google Earth View

AfricaMap Data - Vector and Superoverlay

Ife: an ancient Yoruba city in south-western Nigeria



Summary of the System (1/3)

An on-line, dynamic African Atlas which includes:

– electronic basemap and gazetteer to support 
African research;

– public and Harvard accessible, continent-
wide, and regional datasets;

– ability for users to zoom, pan, overlay, search 
by place name or key words.



Summary of the System (2/3)

A gateway to on-line data libraries, primarily HGL, 
as well as VIA, HMDC, and systems outside 
Harvard:

– to allow users to search, display, download, 
submit data, georeference links;

– use the library user interfaces wherever 
possible.



Summary of the System (3/3)

A long term repository and sharing tool for Harvard 
research activity that includes:

– a base map which will improve over time as 
better mapping becomes available;

– a gazetteer which will improve over time as 
new place names are added;

– a view of Africa projects across disciplines;

– project specific data visualization;

– tools for commenting on mapped data.



Compare with other Web GIS 

Systems

System
ArcGIS 

Server
GoogleEarth API Mashup AfricaMap

Data Content Flexible
Limited by 

Google 

Flexible, very 

small size
Flexible

GIS Function Rich Very limited Limited
Somewhat 

limited

Performance Very slow Fast by case Fast

Development 

Effort
by case None Low High





Lessons Learned (1/2)

• Non-technical users prioritize systems 

by:

1. Ease of use

2. Content richness

3. Data manipulation functions

4. Spatial analysis functions

• Open Source system is not free, not 

even cheap – expertise is the most 

expensive investment



Lessons Learned (2/2)

• Geospatial technology evolves by 

months, project development cycle has 

to be as short too.

• System integration is the biggest 

challenge due to varying levels of 

interoperability.

• The demand for such systems is big, and 

growing fast.



Beta Application

AfricaMap – http://AfricaMap.harvard.edu

Also cloned to other regions:

• Boston Research Map – http://cga-
3.hmdc.harvard.edu/boston

• East Asia Historical Map – http://cga-
3.hmdc.harvard.edu/eastasia

• Vermont Geology Map – http://cga-
3.hmdc.harvard.edu/vermont (coming 
soon)

http://africamap.harvard.edu/
http://cga-3.hmdc.harvard.edu/boston
http://cga-3.hmdc.harvard.edu/eastasia
http://cga-3.hmdc.harvard.edu/vermont


Research Cases

1. Finding Remote Sites Quickly (Umm Gernanchok)

2. Road Networks and Population Distribution (Northern 
Nigeria)

3. Exploring a Place Through a Series of Historic Maps 
(Timbuctu)

4. Examining the Growth of Cities (Freetown)

5. Looking for Patterns and Relationships (ethnographic 
and linguistic layers)

6. Discovering and Sharing Scholarly Work (Projects 
linking to researcher contact, data in AfricaMap, DVN, 
Harvard Google Books, Peabody Museum, YouTube, 
Flickr)



Case 1 – Find Remote Places Quickly

• Using gazeteer find Umm Gernanchok a town of 

perhaps a couple hundred



Case 1 – Find Remote Places Quickly

• Turn on Satellite and see what is there



Case 1 – Find Remote Places Quickly

• Turn on Soviet mapping



Case 1 – Find Remote Places Quickly

• Compare Soviet and Satellite



Case 1 – Find Remote Places Quickly

• Turn on place names



Case 1 – Find Remote Places Quickly

• Approach works across continent



Case 2 – Roads and Population

• Kano area



Case 2 – Roads and Population

• Extent of road network in Google



Case 2 – Roads and Population

• Soviet 500k Mapping



Case 2 – Roads and Population

• Soviet 500k Mapping, zoomed-in



Case 2 – Roads and Population

• Soviet 500k Mapping, transparent over satellite



Case 2 – Roads and Population

• Soviet 500k Mapping, w/ towns



Case 2 – Roads and Population

• Population Distribution



Case 2 – Roads and Population

• Population Distribution and Road Network



Case 2 – Roads and Population

• Population and Roads



Case 2 – Roads and Population

• Soils



Case 2 – Roads and Population

• Soils and Population



Case 3 – Historic Representations

• Timbuktu



Case 3 – Historic Representations

• Timbuktu – Alternate Names



Case 3 – Historic Representations

• Search in Arabic, Chinese, and other languages



Case 3 – Historic Representations

• Timbuktu and 1612 map



Case 3 – Historic Representations

• Timbuktu and 1722 map



Case 3 – Historic Representations

• Timbuktu and 1770 map



Case 3 – Historic Representations

• Overlaying historic maps



Case 3 – Historic Representations

• Period map of Songhai Empire



Case 3 – Historic Representations

• Sample of French slave voyages



Case 3 – Historic Representations

• Slave voyages and 1612 map



Case 3 – Historic Representations

• Slave voyages and 1612 map



Case 3 – Historic Representations

• Use Link to send view to someone else

• Use Jing to capture a map, markup, and 

insert into document



Case 4 – Growth of Cities

• Freetown, Sierra Leone



Case 4 – Growth of Cities

• Freetown, satellite view



Case 4 – Growth of Cities

• Only road in Google



Case 4 – Growth of Cities

• Soviet mapping 



Case 4 – Growth of Cities

• 1970 British mapping



Case 4 – Growth of Cities

• Comparing development 1970 and 2008



Case 4 – Growth of Cities

• More detailed comparison 1960 and 2008



Case 4 – Growth of Cities

• Harvard Map Collection Index



Case 4 – Growth of Cities

• Harvard Map Collection Index



Case 4 – Growth of Cities

• Harvard Map Collection Index



Case 5 – Ethnography and Languages

Overlay view of:

• 1959 Ethnographic map (Africa, Its 

Peoples and Their Culture History by 

Murdock) and 

• 2001 Language families map (People of 

Africa: ethnolinguistic map by Felix and 

Meur)



Case 6 – Project Layer for Finding 

Projects

• Project Layer (work in progress)



THANK YOU !

Questions?


